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G7 Reach Historic Minimum Global Corporate Taxation Rate 

Agreement  

 

Finance Ministers from the G7 nations of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, 

Japan, the UK and the US reached a landmark decision to agree standards 

for minimum corporate taxation rates at their meeting which took place in London 

from 5 to 6 June. The Ministers from the G7 nations were joined by the Heads of 

the International Monetary Fund, World Bank Group, Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development, Eurogroup, and Financial Stability Board.  

 

The G7 Ministers, as set out in their Communiqué, agreed to a global minimum 

corporate tax rate of 15% on a country-by-country basis, and to allocate taxing 

rights where profits in a market jurisdictions exceed a 10% margin. Jurisdictions 

allocated taxing rights under the agreement would be entitled to tax 20% of the 

profits, at a minimum. The agreement also provides for the "coordination 

between the application of the new international tax rules and the removal of all 

Digital Services Taxes, and other relevant measures, on all companies."  

 

US Secretary of the Treasury, Janice Yellen, stated of the agreement "The G7 

Finance Ministers have made a significant, unprecedented commitment today 
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that provides tremendous momentum towards achieving a robust global 

minimum tax at a rate of at least 15%. That global minimum tax would end the 

race-to-the-bottom in corporate taxation, and ensure fairness for the middle class 

and working people in the U.S. and around the world.  The global minimum tax 

would also help the global economy thrive, by leveling the playing field for 

businesses and encouraging countries to compete on positive bases, such as 

educating and training our work forces and investing in research and 

development and infrastructure."  

 

Olaf Scholz, German Finance Minister, stated "The seven most important 

industrial nations have today backed the concept of minimum taxation for 

companies. That is very good news for tax justice and solidarity and bad news 

for tax havens around the world." However, French Finance Minister Bruno Le 

Maire called the agreement "a starting point and in the coming months we will 

fight to ensure that this minimum corporate tax rate is as high as possible." Critics 

of the deal argue that agreeing a minimum tax rate of 15%, down from the 21% 

proposed by US President Biden, would not result in significant changes in 

practice. Oxfam said of the agreement, “It’s absurd for the G7 to claim it is 

‘overhauling’ a broken global tax system by setting up a global minimum 

corporate tax rate that is similar to the soft rates charged by tax havens like 

Ireland, Switzerland and Singapore. They are setting the bar so low that 

companies can just step over it." 

 

Irish Finance Minister Paschal Donohoe commented of the agreement that "It is 

in everyone's interest to achieve a sustainable, ambitious and equitable 

agreement on the international tax architecture...There are 139 countries at the 

table, and any agreement will have to meet the needs of small and large 

countries, developed and developing."  The G7 in their Communiqué also noted 

the importance of the upcoming July meeting of G20 Finance Ministers and 

Central Bank Governors in reaching agreement on the OECD Two-Pillar 
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solution.  

 

EU Council & Parliament Reach Provisional Compromise on 

CbCR Public Disclosure 

 

Representatives of the current Council of the EU Presidency from Portugal 

reached a provisional agreement with the EU Parliament negotiating team on the 

proposed directive on public country-by-country reporting of tax information 

disclosure (CbCR). Under the agreement, MNEs or standalone enterprises with 

a total consolidated revenue of more than €750 million in the last two consecutive 

financial years will be required to disclose publicly their income tax information 

in each Member State, whether headquartered in the EU or not. Additionally, the 

enterprises will be required to disclose income tax information from any third 

country listed in the EU Blacklist and Greylist of non-cooperative jurisdictions for 

tax purposes. Reporting will be required to take place within 12 months from the 

date of balance sheets for financial years in questions. The directive will provide 

for a complete and final list of information required to be disclosed.  

 

Pedro Siza Vieira, Portuguese Minister of State for the Economy and Digital 

Transition, said of the provisional agreement,“Corporate tax avoidance and 

aggressive tax-planning by big multinational companies are believed to deprive 

EU countries of more than 50 billion euros of revenue per year. Such practices 

are facilitated by the absence of any obligation for big multinational companies 

to report on where they make their profits and where they pay their tax in the EU 

on a country-by-country basis.”  

 

The provisional text will now be submitted to the Council and the Parliament for 

political endorsement. If endorsed, Council will then adopt its position at first 

reading on the basis of the agreed text. The European Parliament should then 
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approve that Council’s position and the directive will be deemed to have been 

adopted. Member States will have eighteen months to transpose the directive 

into national law. Four years after the date of its transposition, the Commission 

shall report on the application of the directive.  

 

EU Launch Consultation on Fighting the Use of Shell Entities for 

Tax Purposes 

 

The European Commission has launched a public consultation questionnaire on 

tax avoidance and fighting the use of shell entities for tax purposes. The 

questionnaire responses will be used to prepare a proposal for a directive 

planned to be published in the last quarter of 2021. The Inception Impact 

Assessment concerning the proposed initiative sets out that the Commission 

aims to address "the use of legal entities with no or minimum substance and no 

real economic activities, by taxpayers operating cross-border to reduce their tax 

liability." The directive will aim to establish minimum standards on tax related 

substance to decide whether entities in a Member State are deemed shell entities 

and, if so, to deny them tax advantages in the Member State in order to tackle 

the erosion of the tax base of the Member States by tax avoidance and evasion. 

   

The Inception Impact Assessment refers to recent Le Monde investigations 

published in early 2021 which highlighted the lack of EU legislative measures 

which define substance requirements for tax purposes to be met by entities within 

the EU, and the pressing need identified by the public to act concerning this 

deficiency. The document sets out that as part of its policy considerations relating 

to the proposed directive, the Commission will consider: 
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1. Current national practices and legislation (where existing) providing for 

anti-tax avoidance rules, including those deriving from the transposition of 

existing EU rules (e.g. the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive – ATAD); 

2. To what extent the existing (e.g. the Code of Conduct on Business 

Taxation) or new soft-law instruments may eventually achieve the 

objectives; 

3. Whether a directive that defines new tax related substance requirements 

and new mechanisms is needed; 

4. Possible new substance requirements and indicators of “real economic 

activity” for the purpose of taxation rules; 

5. Options for enhanced cooperation, monitoring and enforcement of the 

new rules will equally be explored, including enhanced cooperation and 

monitoring of the existing legislation in the field of taxation, for legal 

entities and arrangements operating in the EU. 

The public consultation questionnaire raises questions related to the above 

points. The consultation will run until 27 August, and responses to the 

questionnaire and any additional comments on the questionnaire can be 

submitted via the Have Your Say portal. 

 

EU Tax Observatory to Identify Means to Combat Tax Avoidance 

in the EU  

 

The EU Tax Observatory, a European Union project with a EU grant budget of 

EUR 1.2 million, is aimed at identifying and analysing means of combatting tax 

avoidance practices, and supporting the fight against tax abuse through 

academic research, analysis and data sharing. The EU Tax Observatory was 

launched on 1 June by Commissioner Gentiloni, FISC Chair Paul Tang and other 
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EU officials, will be led by Professor Gabriel Zucman, and based at the Paris 

School of Economics. Professor Zucman is a French economist, currently an 

Associate Professor of Economics at the University of California, Berkeley, and 

is known for research on tax havens and corporate tax havens, and the 

accumulation, distribution, and taxation of global wealth. 

The launch of the Tax Observatory was one of the planned actions contained 

in the Commission's 2020 Tax Package, to tackle the fight against tax evasion 

and avoidance and to promote fairer taxation in the EU and beyond. The Tax 

Observatory's research will complement the Commission's reflection process on 

the future of taxation in the EU, which will conclude in a Tax Symposium on the 

“EU tax mix on the road to 2050” in 2022. A report issued by the Tax Observatory 

at the launch sets out simulations for amounts that could be collected in tax 

revenues based on taxing multinational companies, under three scenarios: the 

EU imposing minimum corporate taxation, an international minimum taxation, 

and unilateral taxation. The report estimates that 25% minimum tax would 

increase corporate income tax revenues in the European Union by about €170 

billion in 2021.  

Paolo Gentiloni, Commissioner for Economy, said of the newly established 

Observatory: “Today more than ever, we need to clamp down on tax abuse. It's 

vital that we protect the public revenues necessary to support the recovery and 

the massive investments needed for the green and digital transitions. I count on 

the European Tax Observatory to conduct research of the highest level, to bring 

forward innovative ideas and to promote an inclusive and pluralistic debate on 

taxation policies across the EU.” 

CFE Tax Academy Webinar on Cryptocurrency Developments & 

Digital Regulation - 17 June  
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The June 2021 webinar in the CFE Tax Academy Series will examine the topic 

of "Cryptocurrency & Digital Regulation Developments for Tax Advisers", 

examining notable developments in the cryptocurrency and e-assets sphere for 

tax advisers to be aware of, the Digital Transformation process in Europe and in 

Italy, as well as Sustainable Transition and how technology can be of help to it. 

 

The webinar will take place on Thursday 17 June 2021 at 16:00 CEST. To find 

out more, and to register to attend the webinar, follow this link. 
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